
BOROUGH OF WILMERDING 
NOTES FROM OCTOBER 6, 2020 WORKSHOP 

 
 
L. KIRK:  we did the phone vote for the fire safety package for Mr. Hussey to pass out to the East Allegheny 
students in town. He received the materials and will be getting the addresses so they can be distributed.  The 
Glick bill is in with the regular bills to be approved tonight.  Tom went over the invoice and said most of that was 
original equipment. 
 
S. SHURGOT:  flu shots will be on the 19th for Wilmerding, Wall, and East McKeesport.  We will set up tents in the 
lower parking lot of the Community Center.  UPMC partnered with Rite Aide and we will be there from 10-1 
 
A HUSSEY:  WCC is trying to get a grant to do cyber school so I’m working with the county to meet the 
requirements.  I will draft a letter and approve the facility to have up to 15 students.   
 
L. KIRK:  is this through East Allegheny? 
 
K. MAXWELL:  It is through the Housing Authority and the school.  It’s not really cyber school, it is a place for the 
kids to go because the parents may not be at home or they may not have internet service.  There will be teachers 
and aides.   
 
L. KIRK:  do they have to be East Allegheny residents? 
 
K. MAXWELL:  yes, they do.  It is for need based students in our district. 
 
L. KIRK:  what about the COVID guidelines?   
 
A HUSSEY:  I don’t have jurisdiction over that I was just trying to make sure they meet the fire and panic act.   
 
K. MAXWELL:  per COVID a 600 sf with 6 ft distancing is 15 people.  And we needed Al to say that was an 
appropriate number for code enforcement.   
 
G JAKUB:  will they have to go through like members and get their temperature taken?  Also, are they part of 
Allegheny Intermediate Unit? 
 
K. MAXWELL:  yes, someone that is hired with the program will have to do that.  No, they are not part of that. 
 
A. HUSSEY:  also, the scaffolding should be going up by the end of the week at 318 Middle.  We will start to see 
activity on the project as their engineer has laid out. 
 
ENGINEER – A. PRINCE:  Welsh/ Orient slide cost estimate has been prepared and we have provided the new 
scope to the county.  Satira is starting tomorrow and CD 47 pre apps were submitted we just need the 
Resolutions to be passed.     
 
J. THOMAS:  With the slide grants have you put anything together to get the house at 401-409 Orient? 
 
A. PRINCE:  There is money for that but nothing official yet.   
 
K. MAXWELL:  When will we hear anything with the Grant for the Park?   
 
A. PRINCE:  I will take a look at that and get their timeframe. 
 
L. KIRK:  When Satira starts can we remind them to the sewer at 3rd Street and Airbrake Avenue.   
 
J. HARTZELL:  on the Station Street sidewalks I thought we were going from one alley to the other.   
 
A. PRINCE:  I think it has to be a CD eligible Street, but I will check with Dave  
 



J. HARTZELL:  did you submit the applications for Demolition? 
 
A. PRINCE:  yes, Dave did. 
 
P. SHURGOT:  is it to late to add a home onto the list?  450 Card Avenue is really bad, and the owner is gone.  
The wall fell years ago, and he is not ever going to clean that up.   
 
K. BELIN:  can we at least get the sidewalks cleaned up? 
 
C. LANG:  that house is on the Demolition grant that we applied for, but we still need to do all of the hearings.   
 
S. SHURGOT:  Kelly brought up a good question.  The other property owner took care of his situation and 
cleaned up and put a new wall up, but this is 2 years and there are bricks still there from 450, can our Public 
Works clear this area? 
 
P. SHURGOT:  I’m not sure if they can do that, I think the bricks may be to big for our equipment, but I will talk 
with my guys and see what they think.  We may need to outsource that.   
 
ADAM PRINCE:  we may want to talk about future projects to apply for so we can have them on file.   
 
K. MAXWELL:  we just have to approve the BC Electric quote and I want to discuss the bathroom at the Borough 
Building.   
 
 
 
 
 


